Student Service Opportunities
at Christ Church Vienna
1) Regular Activities (Throughout the Year)
-

Audio-Visual Team
In a team of two, operating the sound and camera equipment in the online streaming of our main
Sunday worship service. Volunteers should be available at least one Sunday per month, from 10:15
to 11:45. Training and supervision will be provided.

-

Coffee Bar
In a team of two or three, setting up tables in the church garden, preparing and serving the
refreshments (provided by the Church) and clearing up afterwards. Volunteers should be available
at least one Sunday (of their choosing) per month, from 10:00 to 12:30. Training and supervision
will be provided.

2) Particular Activities
-

23 September 2022: AfricaNight
Setting up tables, benches, tents etc. for a garden party, helping with waste removal, serving, carrying
items between garden and Church Centre.
4-6 volunteers from 15:00 to 18:00, 18:00-20:30; 20:30-23:00

-

2 – 11 December 2022: Pop-Up Bazaar
Friday 2 December 2022: helping to set up a pop-up shop in the Church Centre (moving chairs,
tables, boxes of goods)
Saturday 3 – Saturday 10 December 2022: selling Christmas goods (crackers, cards, jams & cakes,
books, ornaments) and keeping the shop in order. Best shifts for students will be 16:00 – 19:00.
Sunday 11 December 2022: Clearing up, packing up left-over goods

-

10 June 2023: Street Party
06:00 – 11:00
10:00 – 18:00
18:00 – 22:00

Setting up stalls
Clearing tables, waste removal, selling, serving food & drinks, general help
Clearing up, taking down stalls, packing leftovers in boxes

Shorter shifts are possible, provided volunteers agree to attend a briefing session before the event to
ensure that no ad-hoc training is needed during the event and tasks can pass seamlessly from one
shift to the next. The more students volunteer, the easier this will be to arrange.
All times are indicative. All the activities listed are at or near Christ Church, Jaurèsgasse 17-19, 1030 Vienna.
Volunteers should contact: Philip Reading, Churchwarden, Philip.reading@outlook.com, 0676-9392969. For
more information on Christ Church, see www.christchurchvienna.org.

